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2 of 2 review helpful All the more powerful for its precision By Tim Lukeman In this short but rich little book Todd 
May explores Death as the single most important fact shaping what it is to be human To be more exact how our 
awareness that we must die that we can t escape it and that we can t know when it will happen gives us a particular 
view of both the world ourselves It s this awareness that at some unknown ti The fact that we will die and that our 
death can come at any time pervades the entirety of our living There are many ways to think about and deal with death 
Among those ways however a good number of them are attempts to escape its grip In this book Todd May seeks to 
confront death in its power He considers the possibility that our mortal deaths are the end of us and asks what this 
might mean for our living What lessons can we draw from our mortality Excellent A fine example of what popular 
philosophy can be wide ranging and thought provoking in little more than 100 pages May grasps the real paradox of 
mortality that the fact of death imbues our life with passion and urgency but it is that very passi 
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